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Glossary of terms
In the section below it is defined the terminology adopted in this guide
Program and Software are synonyms in this guide.
Kernel is the abbreviation of the software Digital Factory 4.0 Kernel.
Frontend is the abbreviation of the software Digital Factory 4.0 Frontend.
Alarms is the abbreviation of the software Digital Factory 4.0 Alarms.
Configurator is the abbreviation of the software Digital Factory 4.0 Configurator.
Calendar is the abbreviation of the software Digital Factory 4.0 Calendar.
Settings Manager is the utility software for TOOLS for SMART MINDS Digital Factory 4.0.
Production Line is a group of machines belonging to the same production line that is configured with
Kernel.
Displayed area - Factory area. the machines can be represented in various "Factory areas", regardless of
the production line they belong to (see Factory Area Display Panel).
Login. Authentication procedure, access to certain functions is reserved for administrator users.
Logout. Authenticated user exit procedure.
Utility is the program that manages a complementary function to Digital Factory 4.0.
Dashboard - Chart panel is the system of visualization of the data from the factory, it is characterized by
ease and quickness of reading, it provides a view of charts in real time.
Recipe is the configuration of machinery parameters for the production of a certain article.
Machinery and machine are synonyms in this guide.
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Introduction
Digital Factory 4.0 is the dedicated and specific solution for production plants that want to connect all
the machinery in the factory or several plants, transferring data in a bidirectional way with the project
management software, and allows the traceability of information.
It is the software for real-time visualization and data analysis that natively integrates Artificial
Intelligence. It allows to see clearly the efficiency of the production line through graphs and textual
indicators and performs actions such as sending e-mails or automatic calls, thus offering the possibility
to promptly solve problems that occur in the plant.
Digital Factory 4.0 is a suite of program for the various needs of the holdings, which will be presented in
the next paragraph.
In this guide it will illustrate the functioning of the program Digital Factory 4.0 Frontend , which is used
directly by non-technical users. For other programs, please refer to their respective guides.

Digital Factory 4.0 Suite
Digital Factory 4.0 is characterized by a modular which makes it highly adaptable to progressive
expansions - additions of machinery or other communicating software - or integrations with third-party
platforms such as MES, ERP, or analysis systems; locally or in Cloud.
Digital Factory 4.0 Suite is composed by the following programs:
•

Digital Factory 4.0 Kernel – Essential for operation

•

Digital Factory 4.0 Frontend – Essential for operation

•

Settings Manager – Essential for conFiguretion

•

Digital Factory 4.0 ConFiguretor – Optional for operation

•

Digital Factory 4.0 Alarms – Optional for operation

•

Digital Factory 4.0 Calendar – Optional for operation

Dital Factory 4.0 implements various functionalities including real-time visualization of the status of all
machinery and all process and production information, in text or chart form. It activates, by choice, the
switching on of sirens, the sending of emails to a list of recipients, the activation of a telephone
switchboard.
With the extention Calendar it is possible to set the activation of the actions during or outside working
hours; this makes the reporting of anomalies more effective. For example, the activation of a siren for
an electrical fault may not be effective if the company is closed, while sending an email or a call allows
you to keep the system under control even from further away.
Also useful is the display of information and technical documentation relating to a machine, which can
be consulted at any time and quickly and easily.
Digital Factory 4.0 is the only platform of its kind that currently provides the possibility to make data
analysis for predictive maintenance and plant optimization with the support of Artificial Intelligence,
namely machine learning algorithms able to find hidden patterns and optimal global settings from
parameter and setting data and physical environmental or machinery conditions.
The features available with Digital Factory 4.0 currently present are countless, to know all the
possibilities useful to your company contact one of our expert (email: info@toolsforsmartminds.com).
The following chapters present the programs that are part of the suite.
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Digital Factory 4.0 Kernel
Data processing centre

It is the data processing center of the suite. It takes care of data transfer and bidirectional
communication, as well as the creation of alarms and associated events. All information from third
party machinery and software such as project management software, MES or ERP, first passes through
here where it is analyzed and sent to Frontend for viewing. This program is essential for the operation
of Digital Factory 4.0 and is basic included.

Digital Factory 4.0 Frontend
Data Visualization Center

It shows all the information coming from Kernel in real-time, including the results of machine learning
and predictive maintenance algorithms that are running. This specific program will be covered in this
user guide. This program is essential for the operation of Digital Factory 4.0, it is the display part. It is
included as a basic part of the package.

Settings Manager

Configuration Utility
Digital Factory 4.0 software utility. It configures some parameters of the program and the management
of users, passwords, backups and licenses. It is included in the basic package.

Digital Factory 4.0 Configurator
Image Configurator

It allows you to configure the images shown in Frontend and to set up independently new production
lines. This program is an accessory to Digital Factory 4.0 operation.

Digital Factory 4.0 Alarms
Alarm management

It shows in a single panel all the alarms with the information needed to resolve them. This program is
accessory to the operation of Digital Factory 4.0.

Digital Factory 4.0 Calendar
Calendar Utility

It allows you to create a calendar of company working hours that Digital Factory 4.0 will base your
actions on. This program is accessory to the operation of Digital Factory 4.0.
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Software structure
The programs essential to the operation of Digital Factory 4.0 are Kernel, which takes care of the data
processing, and Frontend, which allows its visualization.
Below there is the explanatory diagram about the communication of the various programs in the suite,
both among themselves and with external systems, such as databases or project management
software, and data collection.

Figure 1 - Digital Factory 4.0 Suite Communication Diagram
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Requirements
In this section requirements for using Kernel and Frontend are listed.

Digital Factory 4.0 Kernel
Minimum Hardware Requirements

Ensure that your computer fulfills the following hardware requirements:


8 CORES CPU assigned.



16 GB RAM assigned.



Display resolution FULL HD 1920x1080.



500 GB free space on disk required by Kernel, preferably SSD (for saving historical data).



Mouse or other pointing device.

Minimum Software Requirements

Ensure that your computer fulfills the following software requirements:


OS: Windows 10 or Windows Server 2016.

Digital Factory 4.0 Frontend
Minimum Hardware Requirements

Ensure that your computer fulfills the following hardware requirements:


Dual core CPU or higher.



4 GB RAM



Display resolution FULL HD 1920x1080.



500 MB free space on disk required by Frontend.



Mouse or other pointing device.

Minimum Software Requirements

Ensure that your computer fulfills the following software requirements:


OS: Windows 10
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Installation
The installation of the software involves the configuration of various parameters and the database by the
T4SM team.
The folder where all Digital Factory 4.0 programs are installed is as follows:
C:\Program Files (x86)\TOOLS for SMART MINDS
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User Interface Overview
The main panel expands across the entire width of the monitor and is shown in the figure below.
This chapter describes the functions available for each section.

Figure 2 - Main Panel

These are the main sections that can be found in the main panel, see the numerical references in the
previous figure.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Program Label. At click it opens the splash page with information about the software such as
version and license
Main Menu Bar.
Factory area display panel.
Sidebar. It shows the list of all machines or, by selecting a machine, the single machine panel
with the machine menu and its dashboard.
Alarm bar. Rotary alarms and warnings are signalled in this bar.
The complete lists of alarms and alerts can be found in the main menu bar .
Factory Dashboard. It shows the graphs concerning various data of the whole system. By way
of example and not exhaustive: the energy consumption of selected or total machinery, the
item in production of a selected line, the data of the active job order.

The following chapters describe each section.
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Program label
It shows the program name and logo T4SM.

Figure 3 – Program Label

When it clicked,it opens the splash page, which presents:
•

Activation Code used (Activation)

•

License Code

•

License Status

•

- Licence expiry date (Expiration)

•

Program Version (Release)

•

- Version of the database used by the program (DB Release)

•

Web Site Link (Info icon

)

Figure 4 - Splash page
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Main menu bar
The functions contained in the main menu bar refer to the whole factory.

Figure 5 - Main menu bar

Below there is a description of each function in order of visual arrangement.

Kernel connection indicator

It indicates the status of the connection to Kernel. It can be connected or disconnected.
If disconnected, the data is not visible.

Figure 6 - Kernel Connection Indicator

Production lines

It allows you to Include or exclude present production lines.

Figure 7 – Production Lines Button

If included, they are shown in the area display panel (see Factory Area Display Panel) and the data from
them is shown in the various windows and chart indicators.
The display is configured with figure from Digital Factory 4.0 Configurator program.
The production lines themselves are created or modified in Kernel.

Alarms

It displays the list of active alarms and the data available for them.

Figure 8 - Factory Alarms Button

It has the following columns. Next to a practical example:
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•

Machinery Name. Fergal F2.

•

Start time. 25/03/2020 13:19:09

•

End time. 25/03/2020 13:29:09.

•

Event Name. High energy consumption.

•

Associated variable. Energy consumption.

•

Variable value. 450,00

•

Maintenance take over*. 25/03/2020 13:22:09

* Note: by default they are empty fields. You can take charge of an alarm or warning from Digital
Factory 4.0 Alarms external program.

Figure 9 - Factory Active Alarms Window

Warnings

It displays the list of active warnings and the data available for them

Figure 10 - Factory Warnings Button

It has the following columns. Next to a practical example:
•

Machinery Name. Fergal F2.

•

Start time. 25/03/2020 13:19:09.

•

End time. 25/03/2020 13:29:09

•

Event Name. High energy consumption.
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•

Associated variable. Energy consumption.

•

Variable value. 450,00

•

Maintenance take over*. 25/03/2020 13:22:09

* Note: by default they are empty fields. You can take charge of an alarm or warning from Digital
Factory 4.0 Alarms external program.

Figure 11 - Active Factory Warnings Window

Notifications

It displays the list of active notifications and the data available for them
1
NOTIFICATIONS

Figure 12 - Factory Notifications Button

It has the following columns. Next to a practical example:
•

Machinery Name. Fergal F2.

•

Start time. 25/03/2020 13:19:09.

•

End time. 25/03/2020 13:29:09

•

Event Name. High energy consumption.

•

Associated variable. Energy consumption.

•

Variable value. 450,00

•

Maintenance take over*. 25/03/2020 13:22:09
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* Note: by default they are empty fields. You can take charge of an alarm or warning from Digital
Factory 4.0 Alarms external program.

Figure 13 - Active Factory Notifications Window
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Users

It allows access and disconnection from your user profile and displays the authenticated username.
You can use the Default User that is set when the program is started. This is a profile without
administrator privileges, to avoid changes by unauthorized personnel.

Figure 14 -Login/Logout Buttons and User Indicator

Note:
Pay attention, non-administrator users do not have permission to edit dashboards or chart indicators,
but the files in Documents and Multimedia (Chapter. Documents and multimedia) are no longer under
the control of Digital Factory 4.0 because they are opened in external programs and cannot guarantee
that they will not be changed. It is recommended that you check that the media files present reflect the
needs of the user company.
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Login window

At click of Users button (Figure 12), it opens the login window to log in to Frontend. Select a user from
the available choices and enter the password.

Figure 15 – Login Window

Note:

It isn’t possible to type in the username, but only use one of those available and configured.

Users management

To insert new users or modify existing ones, you must use Settings Manager, a T4SM utility dedicated
to configuration management (see Settings Manager). Only administrator users can use this utility.
Each user is associated with one of three levels of authorization: normal user, expert user or
administrator. See the Settings Manager user guide for details on how to configure the levels.

Areas display mode switch

It allows you to set if the visualized area is changed automatically (AUTO) or manually (MAN).

Figure 16 - Areas Display Mode Switch

It is possible to set the rotation time between areas by right-clicking. The following window is displayed.
Move the cursor along the bar or click in the box with the value to open the available options. The
change takes effect immediately.

Figure 17 - Change Area Timeout Selection
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Figure 18 - Available Timeout Options in minutes

Visualized area

It allows you to select the area to be displayed in the factory zone display panel. It refers to the factory
area display panel (Chapter User Interface Overview - point 3).

Figure 19 - Button and indicator of Visualized Area

More option: Select Language - Online Guide - Minimize - Exit
It has a submenu with other functions.
.

Figure 20 – More option Button

Figure 21 – More Options – Select Language - Online Guide – Minimize – Exit Buttons

1.

Select Language. It allows you to change the language of the program

2.

Online Guide. It opens this user guide on web site, updated to the latest version.

3.

Minimize. It minimizes the program.

4.

Close. It stops the program.
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Factory Area Visualization Panel
It shows all the machines divided by the factory areas. In Digital Factory 4.0 an area can be a
representation of a real area of the factory, separated from the others by type of processing or real
physical division - such as different floors, rooms or sheds - or the zoom of parts of the production line,
or even different shots of the same machinery.
To change the visualized area, use the drop-down button in the main bar at the top right (see Visualized
area). You can also activate the display of all automatically rotating areas using the Area Display Mode
Switch.

Sidebar
It shows the list of all the machines or, by selecting a machine, its specific panel.

Machinery list

It shows a list of all the machines of factory.
The list is fixed and does not change if you select an area of the factory (selectable under Visualized
area).
Each item shows the machine name, status (text and colour indicators) and the item in production.
Each item is a button to enter the clicked machine panel.
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Figure 22 - List of all the machinenery of factory.

Through the search function it is possible to filter machinery by machine name.

Figure 23 - Machinery search function

Machinery panel
Selecting a machine from the list of machines or from the visualized area it opens its specific panel in
this sidebar.
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Figure 24 – Machinery Panel

The panel is divided into three parts.
1.

2.

Information about the machine, listed below.
•

Thumbnail.

•

The status (e.g. alarm, production, tooling, disconnected or any other status the machine
has itself), also indicated by a colour code assigned to it (e.g. red indicative of alarm or
green indicative of production in progress).

•

The item in production.

Machinery Menu.
It has four buttons, three of which are quick access functions. The fourth, with an arrow icon,
opens the complete menu with all functions.
For the complete list and descriptions of functions see the descriptive paragraph Machinery
Menu.
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Figure 25 - Machinery Functions

3. Main machinery dashboard.
It shows the charts and indicators created for the machine itself. See the descriptive section
Dashboard with charts and indicators (Chart Panels or Dashboards and Indicators).
See the Machinery panel chapter to learn more about all the available functions.

Alarms and warnings bar
Rotary alarms and warnings are signalled. Full lists of all alarms and warnings can be found in the
Alarms and Warnings functions in the Main Menu Bar (see Alarms and Warnings).

Figure 26 – Alarms and Warnings bar

Click the alarm
or warning
symbol to open the window with all alarms and warnings
from the machine that generated the alarm. The window is the same as the one described in Alarms
but refers to the machine only.
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-

Figure 27 - Single Machine Active Alarms and Warnings window

Factory Dashboard
It shows the graphs concerning various data of the whole system. By way of example and not
exhaustive: the energy consumption of selected or total machinery, the item in production of a selected
line, the data of the active job order.

Figure 28 - Factory Dashboard

To modify the dashboard see the chapter Creating or editing a dashboard.
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Machinery Menu
This section describes the functions available in the menu of each machine.
Some of them are fixed and the same for all the machines, others can be configured according to the
company's needs and according to the peculiarities of the machine or the workings it carries out.
Note: All the functions found in the menu of a machine refer only to the machine itself.
If the functions are greyed out, therefore not available, it could be due to three reasons:
•
•
•

- the user does not have privileges to access the function (e.g. only available to the
administrator);
the function has not been enabled, e.g. Specific Command may not be available because no
action has been assigned to it;
the function is under development (in this case it applies to Start batch)

Figure 29 – Machinery Menu

Below there are the numbered functions as in the image above.
1.

Additional Dashboards. It allows you to create and view additional dashboards of the machine.

2.

Machinery alarms and warnings. It shows active alarms and warnings in progress.

3.

Specific command. It allows you to execute a specific command that can be set in Kernel. By
way of example and not exhaustive, some possibilities are:

•

open a web app for data analysis in Cloud;

•

open a specific file of any type (instructions in PDF or video,…);

•

open the machine manufacturer's web page for service request;

•

view the security camera in real-time;

•

launch other programs;

•

other customized actions.
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4.

Historical Alarms and Warnings. It allows you to view the solved alarms and warnings for the
current working day of the machine.

5.

Process data. It shows all process data of the machine.

6.

Historical Data. It shows the selected data as a graph.

7.

Documents and Multimedia. It shows the multimedia files set in Kernel. Some examples of files
that might be useful for quick reference:
•

have guides and instructions for use available at all times;

•

overhauls of machinery;

•

tooling guide, etc..

8.

Start batch. Function in development, available from next versions.

9.

Recipe parameters. It shows recipe parameters.

10. Artificial Intelligence. It shows active Artificial Intelligence algorithms.
11. Machinery information. It shows a custom panel for the machine, allowing several functions
designed on demand.
Below there are the descriptive chapters for each function (for custom functions the possibilities are
described).

Addional Dashboard
If you don't have the privileges to create or edit dashboards, it only allows you to view additional
dashboards.
If you are an admnistrator user, it allows you to view and create and edit additional dashboards (in
addition to the main one).
It is possible to create up to three dashboards or chart panels, divided into tabs.
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Figure 30 - Additional Dashboards of the Machine, divided by tabs

For details on creating new panels or modifying them, see the chapter Creating or editing a dashboard.

Machinery alarms and warnings
It shows the list of active alarms and warnings and the data available for them. Alarms and warnings
are divided into two separate tabs, highlighted in the figure below.

Figure 31 - Details of machine alarms and warnings
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Both alarms and warnings lists have the following columns, with a practical example next to them:
•

Start time. 25/03/2020 13:19:09.

•

End time. 25/03/2020 13:29:09

•

Event Name. High energy consumption.

•

Associated variable. Energy consumption.

•

Variable value. 450,00

•

Maintenance take over*. 26/08/2019 15:22:07

* Note: by default they are empty fields. You can take charge of an alarm or warning from Digital
Factory 4.0 Alarms external program.
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Specific Command
It allows you to execute a specific command that can be set in Kernel. By way of example and not
exhaustive, some possibilities are:
•

open a web app for data analysis in Cloud;

•

Open all file types supported by your computer (instructions in PDF or video,…);

•

open the machine manufacturer's web page for service request;

•

view the security camera in real-time;

•

launch other programs;

•

other customized actions.

Being custom actions, the guide part is provided separately.
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Alarms and warnings history
It allows you to view the alarms and warnings solved of the machine .

Figure 32 – Machinery Historical Alarms and Warnings Window

As shown in the previous figure, the items present are the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Machinery name. It indicates which machine it refers to.
Time filter. It allows you to filter according to the last 30 minutes, 60 minutes and more up to a
week. This filter may be different depending on the configuration and choice of the user
company.
Use personalized visualization interval. If it checked, it allows you to use personalized
visualization interval to see historical alarms and warnings.
Alarms tab. It shows alarms.
Warnings tab. It shows warnings.

Both alarms and warnings lists have the following columns, with a practical example next to them:
•

Alarm name. Collision danger.

•

Start . 25/03/2020 13:19:09.

•

End. High energy consumption.

•

Associated variable. Energy consumption.

•

Variable value. 450,00
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•

Maintenance take over*. 26/08/2019 15:22:07

•

Maintenance Man*. Mario Rossi.

* Note: by default they are empty fields. You can take charge of an alarm or warning from Digital
Factory 4.0 Alarms external program.
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Process data
It shows the process data of the machine.

Figure 33 - Machine Process Data Window

Through the View function you can filter by:
•

- Status information

•

- Events

•

- Virtual signals

•

- Data from iDaq

•

- All data

Figure 34 - Process Data Filter
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You can see more information about a single parameter if you double click on it

Figure 35 - Single data details window
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Historical Data
It allows you to see a graph with historical data.
When clicking the Historical Data button, the program asks you to select up to five variables from those
available. To select multiple items hold down CTRL. The window is shown in the following figure.

Figure 36 – Historiical Data

The data is divided into two tab
•
•

Numerical variables. If it is selected this type of data, Frontend shows you a dynamic graph.
Textual, digital or temporal variables. If it is selected this type of data, Frontend shows you a
table with the values.
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Selecting numerical variables the window is shown in the following figure.

Figure 37 – Historical Data: Dynamic Graph of the historical data of numerical variables

Selecting textual, digital or temporal variables, the window is shown in the following figure.

Figure 38 - Historical Data: Historical data of textual, digital or temporal variables
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The window has the same elements but changes the data display.

Figure 39 - Historical Data: of the historical data of numerical variables

Below there are the descriptions of each window element.
1.

Machinery name. It indicates the machine to which the data refers.

2.

Current time. It indicates the current time, to better compare historical data.

3.

Custom Interval. If it is activated, it opens a window that allows you to choose a custom time
interval.

4.

Default time filter. It allows you to choose a time filter quickly.

5.

Legend. It shows the selected data and the color of the line with which they are represented. It
is only present in the numeric data display.

6.

Data display It can be a graph or a table depending on the type of data chosen. The graph is
shown for numeric data only.

7.

Autoscale. It allows to automatically scale the display of the data in the graph according to the
maximum and minimum values. It is present only in the numeric data display.

8.

Variables. It allows you to select other data to display.

9.

Save as picture. It allows you to save the graph as a file.bmp.

10. Save as notes. It copies the graph into the notes. Then you can paste the picture directly into a
document or a drawing program
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Documents and multimedia
It shows the multimedia files set in Kernel. Some examples of files that might be useful for quick
reference:
•

have manuals and instructions for use available at all times;

•

overhauls of machinery;

•

tooling guide, etc..

Supported formats depend on the formats that computer, on which Frontend is installed, can read.
The most commonly used formats are PDF, Microsoft Word, mp4.

Start Batch
When clicked, the button opens Operator Panel program, if installed on the computer on which you are
using Frontend.
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Recipe parameters
It shows all available parameters of the recipe that the machinery is currently woking on. For example
you can use this window to check the current setpoints of physical quantities.

Figure 40 – Recipe Parameters Window

You can see more information about a single parameter if you double click on it
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Figure 41 - Single parameter details window

Artificial Intelligence
It shows the results of Artificial Intelligence algorithms or prediction of controlled behaviors. They
change according to the type of algorithm to allow the display of the most important information

Figure 42 – Example of a linear regression algorithm result
.
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Machinery Information
It shows a custom panel for the machine, allowing different functions designed on demand, or showing
useful information about the machine.
Due to the specificity of the panel by machine and by company, the guide for this window is compiled
separately.
In the images below, respectively an example of a panel for an oven and for a conveyor robot panel.

Figure 43 - Example A of a custom oven panel. It allows data to be sent to the machine.

Figure 44 - Example B of a custom panel of a conveyor robot.
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Chart Panels or Dashboards and Indicators
Charts, or dashboards, provide a graphical view of key performance indicators of company processes
and production.
The aim is to enable management or production managers to take timely action to make correct
decisions and optimize processes.
The charts allow you to:
•

monitor critical business processes and activities, using indicators capable of generating alerts
when performance falls below predefined targets (alerts are configured in Kernel);

•

analyse the root cause of the problems by exploring information, from different perspectives
and at different levels of detail, that is relevant and timely;

•

Manage people and processes to improve decisions, optimize performance and steer the
organization in the right direction.

Digital Factory 4.0 Frontend allows the creation of a dashboard of the whole factory, and one or more
dashboards related to the single machine.
In a factory can be installed more than one Frontend, each one set differently, in order to show different
indicators according to the needs of the department where it is installed.
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Factory and machinery chart panel
The chart panels can be found in three positions inside Frontend, refer to the following list and figure.

Figure 45 - Available dashboard types

1.

Factory chart panel. In the bottom box of Frontend main panel it is possible to create graphs
with process and production data from all the machines in the factory.

2.

Machinery main chart panel. In the panel of each machine it is possible to create graphs with
the process and production data of the machine assigned to it.

3.

Additional machinery chart panels. Within the machine menu function you can create and
display more panels than the main one, up to a maximum of three. The function is Addional
Dashboard.
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Creating or editing a dashboard
The creation of new dashboards is reserved for administrator users. Log in as such (see Users chapter)
and proceed with the following steps.
Important notes. The editing windows partially block the operation of the program (data display).
If, moreover, they are kept open for too long, Frontend signals that it is disconnected from Kernel (see
chapter Kernel connection indicator). After the changes are completed, the program will start displaying
the data normally again. No data will be lost while editing dashboards or indicators.
1) Go to Edit Dashboard. See steps a, b or c to edit one of the three types of dashboards
described in Factory and machinery chart panel.
A. Factory Charts Panel. To add a chart indicator directly visible from the factory chart
panel, click on the Edit button
the figure below).

(pencil-shaped) at the top right of the section (see

Figure 46 - Factory Dashboard, Edit highlighted button

B. Machinery main chart panel. To add a chart indicator visible directly from the
Machinery chart panel, click on the Edit button
the section (see the figure below).
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Figure 47 - Main machinery dashboard, Edit button

C. Additional machinery chart panels. Select Additional Dashboards in the machine menu.

Figure 48 - Additional Dashboard Button
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In the dashboard panel, click the Add button (+) at the top right. If there is no dashboard, it looks empty
as in the following figure. For details on the function, see Addional Dashboard.

Figure 49 - Add button in the Dashboard Panel

2) In the chart panel configuration window, shown in the following figure, assign a name to the
panel (label B.).

Figure 50 - Chart Panel or Dashboard Configuration Window

The items in the panel configuration window are:

A. Machinery name. It shows the name of the machine with which the panel is
associated.
B. Panel name. It allows you to edit the panel name. Only available in additional
dashboards
C. Preview. It allows you to see a preview of the indicators present to check the result of
the chosen settings.
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Figure 51 - Indicator preview function

D. Default color combination. It allows you to set a default color combination for the new
indicators that will be created
E.

Apply to existing. Refers to point D., it allows you to apply the chosen color
combination to all indicators already created.

F.

List of chart indicators. By default it is empty, each indicator added is inserted here.
The order in which they are arranged is the same as the one that will be displayed in
the panel. It has the following columns:
•

Indicator name is the name assigned by the user to the indicator;

•

Variables are the shown data;

•

Type defines the type of indicators.

G. Move. Allows you to move the order in which the indicators are displayed.
H. Add. It allows you to add new chart indicators.
I.

Variables. It allows you to edit the signals associated with the data of the selected
indicator (see point 2 of the chapter Creating or editing a chart indicator).

J.

Edit. It allows you to edit the visual appearance of the selected indicator (see point 4 of
the chapter Creating or editing a chart indicator).

K. Remove. It removes the selected chart indicator. Once removed, it cannot be
recovered.
3) Insert at least one chart indicator (click Add). See the procedure in the chapter Insert at least
one chart indicator (click Add). See the procedure in the chapter Creating or editing a chart
indicator.
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Figure 52 - Configuration Window of the Chart Panel without indicators, highlighted Add button

4) At the end click on Save.
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Creating or editing a chart indicator
Each indicator may have a different number of data displayed.
Each data is by default empty, and to each one it is necessary to associate a real available signal of the
machine. See the following diagram.

Machinery

Factory

Signals

Data or variable (Signal + chart style)

Signals

Data or variable (Signal + chart style)

Signals

Data or variable (Signal + chart style)

Signals

Data or variable (Signal + chart style)

Machinery
chart
indicator

Digital Factory 4.0 Frontend

Figure 53 - Diagram of the functioning of the chart indicators

The creation of a new indicator consists of two steps: the first one is to choose the signal for each data;
the second one is to configure the display. Here is the procedure.
To know how to add a new indicator in a chart panel, see chapter Creating or editing a dashboard.
1) In the chart and indicator selection window, click on the desired one. For a description see
Types of chart indicators
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Figure 54 – Chart indicators selection window

2) After selecting the desired chart type, the dialog box opens to associate the data to be
displayed. Select one piece of data at a time and click Edit

(or double-click on the value).

The data with the name preceded by an asterisk (*) requires an associated signal, the others
are optional.
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Figure 55 - Data selection to associate

3) After pressing Edit, it opens the window for selecting the signal to associate to the variable. The
list depends on which signals are present for the machine for the accepted data type of the
variable.
Select the signal and click OK.

Figure 56 - Signal selection to associate to the data

Continue with all desired data. Once the association is complete, click OK.
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Figure 57 - Associated signals

4) After pressing OK, it opens the Edit chart indicator window. Modify as you wish, or to leave the
default settings click directly on OK.
Tip: change the names of the indicator and data to make them useful for the desired purpose.
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Figure 58 - Edit chart indicator

Below there is a brief description for each element of the editing window.
A. Advanced Settings. Opens the advanced settings window. They differ according to the
type of indicator chosen. Below there is an example of the advanced settings for the
Circular Bars indicator.

Figure 59 – Advanced Settings
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The elements available for this percentage graph are as follows.
1.

Name. You can change it in the previous window Edit chart indicator.

2.

Dial. It allows you to choose the dial of the circle in which to start the bars (first,
second, third or fourth). Depending on your choice, the preview is updated
immediately.

3.

Preview. It allows you to check the result of the chosen advanced settings.

4.

Preview test. It allows you to test the behavior of the various indicators. In this
case each control simulates values from 0 to 1 (where 1 is the total). According to
the choice the preview is updated immediately.

B. Preview. It allows you to check the result of the chosen advanced settings.
C. Machinery Name. It shows you with which machine the chart indicator is associated.
D. Chart Indicator Name. It allows to edit the name of the indicator.
E.

Data. The data chosen for the indicator.

F.

Change appearance. It opens the following window that allows you to change the
display name, unit, minimum and maximum values and associated color. As an
alternative to this button, you can double-click on the data in the table.

Figure 60 - Change data appearance

1.

Name. It allows you to edit the name of the data displayed in the indicator.

2.

Unit of measurement. It allows to edit the unit of measurement.

3.

Minimum and Maximum. They allow you to set the full scale of the chart
indicator. For example, it might be interesting for a signal to measure from 0 to
10. If the values set as full scale were too far from these values, the chart
would lose its usefulness.

4.

Color. To change the color, click the colored rectangle. It opens the selection
tool. Lets you either move within the color spectrum or choose from a preconfigured palette.
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Figure 61 - Color selection tool

Once the indicator has been created or modified, you are returned to the dashboard editing window
where you can find it. Be sure to click Save to not lose the changes (more information in the chapter
Creating or editing a dashboard)
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Types of chart indicators
In this chapter are presented the types of chart and textual indicators available as a basic package in
Digital Factory 4.0.
Frontend also makes possible the integration of new indicators developed at the request of the
company.

OEE

OEE specific graph, factory performance index. Instantly check the final OEE value, and the three values
that make it up: availability, productivity - also called efficiency - and quality.

Figure 62 – Example of OEE

Pie chart
Display in what proportion different elements make up a total. Use it to monitor how the consumption
of energy or other resources such as water and gas is distributed within the production line.

E
Figure 63 – Example of Pie Chart
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Horizontal bars
Quickly compare up to four homogeneous sizes. Display pressures, temperatures, consumption.

Figure 64 - Example of horizontal bars

Circular percentage chart
Display at first sight the percentage of a size in relation to the maximum allowed: the temperature of an
oven, the pressure of a pipe, or the effort of a mechanical arm. Set a threshold beyond which the
inscriptions change colour, visually signaling a malfunction.

Figure 65 – Example of Circular Percentage Chart

Status indicator
Check the machine status or processing stages. Adapt the display to your needs with different colors
and text.

Figure 66 – Example of Status Indicator
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Numerical indicator
Display any production or process data that has a numerical value such as precision measurements on
motor rotation speed, stroke of moving parts on rails, or counting and counting.i.

Figure 67 - Example of Numerical Indicator

Circular bars
Quickly compare up to five homogeneous sizes. Display pressures, temperatures, consumption, power
absorbed by various machines.

Figure 68 - Example of Circular Barsi
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Filling indicator
Display at a first sight the achievement of a size in relation to its maximum: the capacity of a tank, the
operating pressure of a pump, or the temperature of resistance thermometers.

Figure 69 – Example of Filling Indicator

Cartesian chart
Display physical quantities over an interval of time and control their behavior: if they are constant, they
are increasing or have abnormal variations.

Figure 70 - Example of Cartesian Chart
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Boolean Status Indicator
Immediately display the occurrence of an alarm or abnormal production process conditions: belowstandard line productivity, longer than average downtime, machinery off.

Figure 71 - Example of Boolean Status Indicator

Boolean Status Indicator with image
Display with an image an important state to see. For example, it shows whether the door of a machine
is closed or opened, which is useful for the management to know if a tooling is being carried out, or if
an alarm has been triggered in the machine or other lights that signal important information to be
monitored.

Figure 72 - Example of Boolean Status Indicator with Image
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DATE AND TIME INDICATOR
It shows the moment when a certain event happened on the machine. Display when the last part was
produced, when a light came on, when a threshold was exceeded.

Figure 73 - Example of Date and Time Indicator

Column chart
It is useful to compare similar process quantities or production data such as the power absorbed by
various machines in the factory.

Figure 74 - Example of Column Chart
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Textual indicator
Receive textual data from a machine or MES: product code, production parameters and other important
data to be monitored. Also available in long version (see below).

Figure 75 - Example of Textual Indicator

Long text indicator
It highlights an important value, such as the product code in production, oven temperature, etc.. Also
available in compact version (see above).

Figure 76 - Example of Long Text Indicator
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Spiderweb Chart
Compare the performance of a machine based on reference process or production quantities.

Figure 77 - Example of Spiderweb Chart

Textual Indicator with image
Instantly display the current workpiece, the code and the image of the workpiece in production or the
mould in use.

Figure 78 - Example of Textual Indicator with Image
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Values list
Display different types of data at the same time: text, numbers and timing. Apply small changes to the
text display of each data: choose the number of decimal places or change the format of the dates.

Figure 79 - Example of Values List

Progress bar
Look at the percentage of completion of the processing and the time taken.

Figure 80 – Example of Progress bar
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Solutions to common problems
In this chapter there are the solutions to the most common problems . To report problems that are not
present or for support send an email to info@t4sm.com.

Frontend is not connected to Kernel - No data and alarms are displayed
or updated
Kernel might be off. Start Kernel (you don't need to close Frontend) and check if the problem occurs
again.

Some of the factory's machinery is not in the main picture, or in the list
of machinery
One or more production lines are excluded from the display, include lines in frontend. See the chapter
Production lines

The data of some chart indicators are not displayed or are not updated.
Check that Kernel is connected (see the Chapter Kernel connection indicator) and that the production
line of the machinery from which the data originates is included (see the chapter Production lines).
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Useful information
Assistance
Inviare una mail a TOOLS for SMART MINDS
info@toolsforsmartminds.com

Company
TOOLS for SMART MINDS SRL
+39 030 268 1510
www.toolsforsmartminds.com
Via Padania, 16 Castel Mella 25030 Brescia (Italy)

Useful Link
Web site: https://www.fabbricadigitale40.it
TOOLS for SMART MINDS web site: https://www.toolsforsmartminds.com
TOOLS for SMART MINDS Youtube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/toolsforsmartminds/videos
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/fabbricadigitale40
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